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Interview with Martin Pape, Marketing Director and Weilheim Location Manager of actensys GmbH

Energetic solutions
Germany has taken the lead worldwide by committing itself to renewable forms of power
generation. By switching to clean energy it aims to fight climate change, reduce its reliance
on imports, stimulate technology innovation, reduce the risks associated with nuclear power
and ensure energy security. One of the most widely imitated initiatives of Germany’s energy
turnaround is its Renewable Energy Act. It gives renewables priority on the grid and ensures
that investors are guaranteed a return on their investment. This security has given the renewables sector a huge boost, reflected in the success of companies such as actensys GmbH.

photovoltaic ‘farms’ constructed
by local authorities to augment
energy provision,” explains Mr.
Pape. “From 2011, we started to
move more in the direction of energy generation for own use and in
combination with energy storage
solutions. Today, between 90 and
95% of the plants we install are
connected to a storage system so
that producers can still use their
own power at night when solar
Marketing Director Martin Pape

The purpose built company headquarters in Ellzee boasts every energy-saving feature under the sun

power is not being generated.”
actensys specializes in the plan-

actensys was founded in 2008,

photovoltaic energy generation a

Instead, generators were allowed

ning and installation of photo-

just before the third revision to

viable alternative to conventional

to use the energy generated them-

voltaic capacity and also service

the Renewable Energy Act. “The

energy.”

selves rather than being forced to

and maintenance of photovoltaic

sell to the grid. This has retained

installations. Since 2008 it has

company was founded by five
friends who wanted to revolution-

This is where the Renewable En-

the attractiveness of photovoltaic

planned and installed more than

ize renewables on a small scale at

ergy Act has had its greatest effect.

installations for private household-

1,800 plants and maintains more

first but soon found the business

Through revisions and amend-

ers even as the feed-in tariff has

than 600 installations. As of June

growing at a rapid pace,” says

ments approximately every three

been reduced. “Our customer

2016 it had installed 43 MW of

Marketing Director and Head of

years, the German government

base is very diverse, ranging from

rooftop solar power and 75 MW in

the Weilheim office Martin Pape.

has been able to steer the direc-

microgeneration installations on

freestanding solar parks. Thanks

“They were all engineers specializ-

tion taken by the sector. The value

the roofs of private homes to larger

to its innovative approach and high

ing in the planning and installation

of the feed-in tariff was lowered

projects aimed at providing energy

quality solutions it has managed

of photovoltaic solar power genera-

as the market matured and the

for commercial premises right

to ride out the ups and downs in

tion plants. Their goal was to make

cost of solar panels came down.

through to large scale freestanding

the sector unscathed. Its 20 mil-
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It is hard to ignore the proliferation of solar panels on roofs and open areas across
Europe

actensys specializes in the planning and installation of photovoltaic capacity and
the service and maintenance of photovoltaic plants

lion EUR turnover and 50-strong

energy-saving feature you can im-

issue for the future that will influ-

Europe is hard to ignore. Solar

workforce have remained constant

agine,” says Mr. Pape. “Of course

ence the development of renew-

power has shown it can bounce

despite the difficulties the sector

we also have our own solar power

able energy. There is still a lot to

back from crises to be an impor-

has faced in recent years. “A lot

plant providing for the building’s

be done here.”

tant part of the energy turnaround.

of our competitors didn’t survive

energy needs.” The 418 KW solar

the crash in the sector,” says Mr.

park is used by actensys as a test

The proliferation of solar panels on

in the transition to a clean energy

Pape. “We attribute our survival

park to test the performance of

roofs and open areas throughout

future.

to our belief in solar power as the

current converters made by vari-

solution to climate change and not

ous leading manufacturers to en-

just as a commercial activity.”

sure that they deliver the promised

Making the energy turnaround
work is Mr. Pape’s pet project.

In addition to its two sites in Ger-

“You have to get people to believe

many, actensys also has offices in

in the energy turnaround from an

Schlins, Austria and Salez, Swit-

ideological standpoint if it is go-

zerland. The next big development

ing to succeed,” he says. “Profit

in the solar industry is electricity

certainly plays a part but it cannot

storage. “The big disadvantage of

be the only reason to invest. My

solar energy is that power is only

motivation lies in making renewa-

available when the sun is shining,”

bles a viable alternative.” Mr. Pape

says Mr. Pape. “We already have

joined actensys in 2013 as head of

solutions for small scale storage for

project development. He then took

owners of detached and semi-de-

over marketing and sales as well as

tached homes. However, we want

responsibility for the Weilheim site.

to be able to offer the same advan-

The company’s original headquar-

tages to commercial and industrial

ters were located in Weilheim but

customers. The first systems are

it later relocated to Ellzee where

already on the market and in three

it has a purpose built, energy ef-

to five years we expect the technol-

ficient building. “Our Ellzee offices

ogy to be at a stage where it is truly

are equipped with every modern,

viable. Electricity storage is the big

5
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actensys GmbH

Zur Schönhalde 10
89352 Ellzee
Germany
 +49 8283 999980
 +49 8283 99998299
 info@actensys.de
 www.actensys.de

actensys headquarters in Ellzee is powered by its own solar plant

business
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levels of performance.

actensys is also playing a vital part

Interview with Ole Madsen, Marketing Manager of Skamol A/S

Keeping the heat in
In the fight against global warming, reducing CO2 emissions is seen as the first line of attack. By improving the efficiency of heating applications, thermal insulation has an important
role to play. Skamol A/S in Denmark specializes in the development, manufacture and sale
of thermal insulating materials for heat intensive industries, passive fire protection, fireplace
enclosures and mould prevention. Since being taken over by a Nordic hedge fund in 2012, it
has experienced rapid growth. At the beginning of November, work started on the construction of a new calcium silicate manufacturing plant in Poland that will help it achieve even
greater growth in the coming years.

Calcium silicate is used as a safe

material with its own moler product

alternative to asbestos for high

to make special insulating boards.

temperature insulation applica-

This work earned Skamol an inter-

tions. Skamol uses it to make

national development award. How-

heatproof boards for fireplaces.

ever, the real breakthrough came

“Calcium silicate is made from

when the company combined

two compounds: quicklime and

microsilica and quicklime. “We

microsilica,” explains Marketing

realized that this was the better

Manager Ole Madsen. “Microsilica

combination and it paved the way

is a costly waste product arising

for the range of Skamol calcium

out of the production of silicon

silicate boards that we sell today,”

metal and ferrosilicon. Skamol was

says Mr. Madsen.

one of the innovative companies

Slabs of vermiculite for wood stoves

pioneering valuable ways to use

Increasing demand for these

microsilica.” At first the company

boards is why the new factory in

sought ways to combine the waste

Poland is being built. It will be the

“Each plant specializes in handling

the plant in Russia produces di-

company’s fifth plant, joining three

a particular raw material,” explains

atomite.” Moler is the company’s

production sites in Denmark and

Mr. Madsen. “Our three plants in

historic product and has been

one in Russia producing a variety

Denmark produce calcium sili-

extracted by Skamol from the

of thermal insulation products.

cate, vermiculite and moler while

ground since 1912. “Moler is a

Ole Madsen was appointed
Marketing Manager of Skamol in June 2016

Skamol A/S

Østergade 60
7900 Nykøbing Mors
Denmark
 +45 97 721533
 +45 97 724975
 insulation@skamol.dk
 www.skamol.com
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Moler bricks are the ideal lining for aluminium smelting kilns

Skamol’s Branden factory from the air. The Danish plant specializes in the production of calcium silicate and will soon be joined
by a similar facility in Poland

particular type of diatomite that

can be formpressed in the same

done about climate change. How-

to be closer to the Eastern Euro-

has a uniquely high clay content,”

way as wood. Its outstanding in-

ever, in practice nothing will be

pean market but we are also tar-

explains Mr. Madsen. “The plant is

sulation properties help reduce

done if it is too expensive. Our goal

geting the Chinese market and its

built next to the pit, which contains

costs and energy consumption

is to shift the balance.” Skamol has

vast aluminium smelting industry,”

enough moler to assure our supply

by minimizing heat loss in the

a global set-up and sells 96% of

says Mr. Madsen. “Although China

for at least the next 150 years.”

steel industry. This property is

what it produces in export markets.

has suffered from a bad reputation

Moler and diatomite consist of

increasingly being exploited in the

The French and German markets

in the past with regard to environ-

the fossilized remains of hard-

domestic arena where vermiculite

are growing particularly strongly

mental protection, the regime there

shelled algae surrounded by clay.

boards are used to line stoves

and the company has identified

is now pushing through a different

Formed over 50 million years ago,

and fireplaces to retain heat and

Eastern Europe as a market with

approach that means they are very

the material is ideal for produc-

help reduce CO2 emissions. “Our

high potential for the future. “Our

interested in energy-saving prod-

ing insulation bricks as it can be

products have an important contri-

new factory in Poland will help us

ucts like our panels.”

done without damaging the unique

bution to make in the fight against

organic structure. Moler bricks are

global warming,” insists Mr. Mad-

used in the aluminium smelting

sen. “We are always working to im-

process to line the kilns. The main

prove the temperature resistance

advantage is that they are resistant

and performance characteristics of

to corrosion. “Danish moler has

our products to make them more

a high iron content which makes

effective in reducing energy con-

the bricks very strong,” describes

sumption.”

❙

Mr. Madsen. “On the other hand,
Russian diatonite has a lower iron

Skamol is also uncompromising in

content, making it them more acid

its approach to quality. Its boards

resistant. By having both materials

do not make use of filler materials

in our product portfolio we can ca-

and are therefore more expensive.

ter to a broader range of needs.”

However, because they are also
more effective, they offer a more
rapid return on investment in the

offers unique benefits for high tem-

long run. “This is the challenge

perature industries. This natural

facing environmentalists,” adds

insulation material can withstand

Mr. Madsen. “In theory, everyone

repeated heating and cooling and

agrees that something must be

7

Calcium silicate for fireplace enclosures
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Vermiculite is another material that

Interview with Jan Bosman, Managing Partner of Improven B.V.

Small projects, great impact
It invites its customers to prove their imagination, improves their results and uses proven
methods and solutions: It is all in its name. Improven B.V. is a unique Dutch consulting firm
that supports its clients in optimizing business processes, information flows and project
management, taking into account financial, IT and risk management issues. The company is
focused on smaller, yet often very complex projects that have a great impact on performance
and profitability.

Improven likes unconventional customer events, such as an expert meeting that was
organized as a war game

The war game client workshop created many new, inspiring insights and valuable
experiences

Improven was set up as Con-

Bosman describes the philosophy

who do not leave before the job is

Improven’s expertise is centered

Quaestor Consulting in 2004 to

of the independent consulting

done,” states Mr. Bosman.

on the triangle of finance, IT and

provide interim professionals

firm. “Our consultants are excel-

risk management. “The focus

and independent consultancy in

lent professionals who like doing

Improven is owned by three part-

within that triangle is shifting all the

the Netherlands. “We have just

smaller projects in their entirety

ners and is based in Utrecht’s

time,” states Mr. Bosman. “Cur-

sold the name and the interim

instead of being a small part of a

U-Building, a modern, centrally

rently, anything concerning data is

professionals activities,” says

much larger project. We specialize

located business complex. The

important. There is a lot of atten-

Managing Partner Jan Bosman,

in smaller projects with a great im-

company employs 75 people and

tion for business intelligence, the

who learned the consulting trade

pact on performance and profita-

wants to expand to 100. “100 is

top of the pyramid, what the man-

working for the Big Four. “Now we

bility, such as improving reporting

not the least but the most,” says

agement gets to see. This means

do consultancy only, both in the

practice and data security.” Be-

Mr. Bosman. “We do not want to

there is increasing attention for the

Netherlands and for Dutch clients

sides its focus on smaller, complex

be the biggest. We want to be chal-

bottom of the pyramid, the origin

abroad.” Improven focuses on

consulting projects, the company

lenged by the projects we carry

of the data and data collection.

smaller projects in major, complex

sets itself apart through its out-

out.” Improven aims to achieve

Often, that part is poorly organized,

organizations. “It is challenging to

standing problem-solving capacity

a turnover ten million EUR in the

which means you have loads of

work for complex organizations,

and commitment to cooperating

current year. “The goal is to grow

data and information you cannot

but in smaller projects that we are

with clients. “We are professionals

to 15 million EUR within the next

be sure of. We help organizations

responsible for ourselves,” Mr.

who love to solve problems and

three years,” explains Mr. Bosman.

manage their data flows and re-

EUROPEAN
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Improven B.V.
Zonnebaan 9-21
3542 EA Utrecht
Netherlands

 +31 88 2763000
 info@improven.nl
 www.improven.nl

Improven is based in the U-Building in Utrecht, a modern, centrally located business
complex

gain certainty and dependability.”

learn from each other,” says Mr.

Improven also supports its clients

Bosman. “And we choose untradi-

in obtaining an overview over their

tional ways of doing so. Last week,

different projects and establish-

we organized an expert meeting for

ing how they are contributing to

financial institutions on customer

achieving their strategic goals. “We

retention which was arranged as a

call this project portfolio manage-

war game. We like inspiring meth-

ment,” explains Mr. Bosman.

ods that create new insights and

“Many large organizations have a

experiences.” Improven not only

multitude of projects but do not re-

prefers unusual approaches as

ally know what is going on in them.

regards client events. “We might

We help them create an inventory

do a war game session internally

and implement a system.” In win-

as well,” explains Mr. Bosman. “It

ning new clients, Improven focus-

is important to create a social en-

es on personal contact, including

vironment that people love to be a

between customers. “We facilitate

part of, with mutual inspiration and

contact between our clients and

mutual development in contact

bring people together so they can

with others.”

business
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Interview with Andreas Tesch, Chief Market Officer and Management Board Member of Atradius Credit Insurance N.V.

Be on the safe side –
managing risk, enabling trade
The United Kingdom’s decision to leave the European Union has
created great uncertainty and instability. Experts expect uncertainty in investment and trade as well as a rise in insolvencies.
Atradius Credit Insurance N.V. in Amsterdam, a world-leading
provider of trade credit insurance, surety and debt collections, is
keen to support companies in this challenging situation.

Atradius has access to credit information on 200 million companies worldwide

lections focusing on strong, long-

nutshell, we help identify non-

lasting relationships with custom-

creditworthy companies, and we

ers. Therefore we offer tailor-made

underwrite risks. Atradius is not

products and local support all over

interested in just managing risks

the world. Fundamental knowledge

but seeks to enable trade and

and expertise, and a solid under-

growth. Our products and services

standing of business needs build

are powerful business tools de-

the basis of our daily work.

signed to provide customers with
a suite of integrated commercial

EB: How has Atradius changed

support – regardless of whether

over time?

we work with energy providers,
food or engineering companies.

With competence, expertise and market know-how, Atradius is the credit insurer
for SMEs and multinationals

Andreas Tesch: Atradius constantly

Luckily, we can rely on experts for

evolves and improves its products.

the most diverse industrial needs

Especially since 2007, the com-

to support customers efficiently.

pany has undergone a fundamen-

This close customer approach is a

tal change from a credit insurer to

must for us. Our credit insurance,

a proactive and agile partner who

for instance, opens up interesting

helps customers to grow. We have

market opportunities for custom-

always focused on enabling trade,

ers. They can trade with confi-

and this ambition sets us apart

dence because they know that

from the market.

their business is protected against
credit risks such as the insolvency

EB: Mr. Tesch, you joined the At-

your broad experience, could you

EB: Could you please give us an

of their customers. Then we have

radius Group in 2001. In 2007,

please sum up Atradius’s core

overview of Atradius’s products?

special products to cover trade,

you became Director of Atradius

competence?

Global. These days you are Chief

trade financing and political risks.
Andreas Tesch: Our portfolio is

One of our product highlights is the

Market Officer and Manage-

Andreas Tesch: Atradius is a

based on the cornerstones of

online platform Atradius Insights.

ment Board Member of Atradius

prominent specialist in trade credit

credit insurance, bonding, col-

It is a sophisticated analysis tool

Credit Insurance N.V. Based on

insurance, surety and debt col-

lections and re-insurance. In a

that helps customers gain access

EUROPEAN
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Atradius Credit Insurance N.V.
David Ricardostraat 1
1066 JS Amsterdam
The Netherlands
 +31 20 5539111
 +31 20 5532811
 info@atradius.com
 www.atradius.com

Atradius in Amsterdam is the world’s second-largest international credit insurer

to important information. It makes

countries on six continents. Total

it possible to identify risks, monitor

income exceeds 1.7 billion EUR.

portfolio performance and find new

Our financial strength rating has

business opportunities. Customers

been affirmed by rating agencies

greatly appreciate Atradius Insights

as A. Over the last five years, Atra-

as a perfect tool to manage a buyer

dius has had substantial growth in

portfolio efficently. It simply ena-

terms of results, retention rate and

bles customers to be proactive and

revenue. 98% of our global cus-

anticipate future changes in their

tomers stay with us, proving how

risks. All this is possible at any

well our concept works.

time from any place in the world.

Atradius aims to facilitate trade and growth

EB: What are the most important
EB: Would you like to highlight an-

projects and issues that will influ-

other service?

ence your work?

Andreas Tesch: New Cover Oppor-

Andreas Tesch: We are focusing

tunity is another highly interesting

a lot on economic superpowers

service. It is a program that in-

of the future – both nations and

forms customers when previously

companies. We believe that the

high-risk buyers have improved

Solvency II directive will deeply

their creditworthiness and cover is

affect our work. Big data, the

again available on them.

Internet, payment trends and borderless economies like Walmart,

Credit insurance: the perfect tool to be on the safe side

EB: Atradius is the world’s second-

Amazon, Alibaba and Coolblue

largest international credit insurer.

will clearly have an impact on the

data variety. All these trends will

balization is a big trend. Atradius

What are the company’s key fig-

finance industry’s development.

shape the future of trade credit in-

already supports its customers

ures?

Then we have to consider trends in

surance. Our challenge will be

on the ground in 50 countries all

financing technologies shaking up

to seize potential opportunities

around the globe, and we are ex-

Andreas Tesch: Today, Atradius has

the financial world. Here, we are

and to adapt to new megatrends.

panding our presence in a number

around 3,300 employees work-

talking about digital globalization,

One of Atradius’s main strengths

of countries.

ing in more than 160 offices in 50

connectivity, speed, volumes and

is its geographic strategy. Glo-

business
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Interview with Fabio Esposito, General Director of Ghelfi Ondulati S.p.A.

Perfect packaging for produce
Delicate products require special packaging if they are to make it from manufacturer to buyer in one piece. This is especially true with fresh produce, which should reach supermarkets
without bruises or rot. Finding the perfect packaging can be a challenge for producers, but
with Ghelfi Ondulati SpA, it is not. The Italian company specializes in corrugated cardboard
packaging for industrial companies and has expertise in the fruit and vegetable sector. It is
one of the most important players in its field with 62 million square meters of packaging sold
each year.
Trays for fruit and vegetables form

Ghelfi will solve it!’” The company

MILLA® is available in several

printable, and because the pal-

Ghelfi Ondulati’s core product,

has obtained numerous patents

sizes, and the system also consists

lets are made from one material,

but the company can create cor-

over the years that attest to its

of the machinery to shape the trays

they’re recyclable,” the General

rugated cardboard packaging for

innovative abilities. Ghelfi Ondu-

automatically. In addition, custom-

Director says. The pallets are de-

any need in the food industry. “We

lati has improved the mechanical

ers can purchase equipment for

livered flat for easier transport and

can develop all the packaging our

strength of cardboard trays and

automatic filling, weighing, cover-

storage yet are highly resistant to

customers require, and our digital

enhanced their functionality. The

ing and pricing.

vertical compression.

printing contributes to growing

Geasy family of models – featur-

their sales,” says General Direc-

ing Geasy1, Geasy2 and Geasy3

Ghelfi Ondulati goes beyond pro-

What makes Ghelfi Ondulati

tor Fabio Esposito. Ghelfi Ondulati

– offers a variety of shelf-ready

ducing trays, however. The MAXI

unique is the wood pulp used in

does not offer standard products

packaging. Ghelfi Ondulati’s NO-

BIN is the size of a Euro pallet and

its cardboard production. “All

but instead has models that are

CRUSH system provides high

folds down to take up minimal

the wood stems from sustainable

tailored to customers’ needs. “Our

resistance at a low cost, while fresh

space when stored. “Due to its

production,” the General Direc-

packaging is extremely personal-

produce enjoys better cooling and

large size, there is plenty of room

tor reveals. The company was

ized,” Mr. Esposito explains. “We

air circulation with Sila trays. The

for printing, so customers can

among the first in Italy to require

achieve that only by working very

MILLA®

personalize the bin,” Mr. Esposito

FSC certification of its suppliers as

closely with our customers, as well

circulation for palletized packages,

adds. The company also offers the

a means of guaranteeing that its

as with our suppliers. Our motto

allowing for energy savings of 30%

Epi-Pal pallet made of corrugated

cardboard is produced using sus-

is, ‘If the customer has a problem,

when the boxes are refrigerated.

cardboard. “The cardboard is

tainable materials.

system offers improved air

The company’s corrugated cardboard packaging can be stored flat to save space

EUROPEAN
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No matter what kind of box is required, Ghelfi Ondulati has the technology to tailor
its boxes to customers’ needs
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Ghelfi Ondulati S.p.A.

Via Dei Lavoratori N. 10
23010 Buglio in Monte (SO)
Italy
 +39 0342 623000
 +39 0342 620533
 info@ghelfiondulati.com
 www.ghelfiondulati.com

Located in Buglio in Monte, Ghelfi Ondulati has always counted on innovation to
break the ice with customers

As an Italian company, Ghelfi On-

looking for,” Mr. Esposito says.

day the company is in the hands of

board is highly flexible and – more

dulati has a flair for aesthetics, and

Retailers and supermarkets gladly

the second generation of the family

importantly – eco-friendly.” The

this was the impetus to begin offer-

received the printed boxes, which

with the third generation preparing

company already offers the ESA

ing printing services. “In the past,

could be used directly for display.

to take the reins. “We’re guaran-

line of environmentally friendly

cardboard packaging was plain,”

In the meantime, flexo printing has

teeing a future for our company

packaging. Compared to trays of

Mr. Esposito explains. “We real-

given way to digital printing. “We’re

and therefore for our customers,

the same size and volume, ESA

ized early on that packaging can

cooperating with HP to install a

as well,” the General Director says.

uses 10% less material. “With

also be a marketing tool.” Initially

machine for large-format printing,”

Exports make up nearly 20% of

ESA, about 30,000 t of raw mate-

there was no technology to print

the General Director says. “It will

sales. With its headquarters so

rial can be saved annually,” Mr.

the cardboard well. The company

be operational in November. HP

close to the French border, Ghelfi

Esposito highlights. Because ESA

tested out flexographic printing in

is the first company to offer digital

Ondulati views France as one of its

trays are not treated with paraffin,

cooperation with its suppliers to

printing on this scale.”

most important foreign markets.

they can be completely recycled

become a forerunner in this seg-

Spain is gradually becoming a

after use, and the FSC and PEFC-

ment. “We kept telling them, ‘We

Ghelfi Ondulati was founded by

reference market for fruit, as well.

certified cardboard trays’ reduced

want to print better,’ until they fi-

Guiseppe Ghelfi in 1952 and has

“We have several patents there for

surface area allows for 15 to

nally achieved the quality we were

always focused on innovation. To-

the development of highly robust

25% more trays per loading unit

and resistant boxes for export,” the

for transport, yielding lower fuel

General Director continues. Tunisia

consumption and thus decreased

is another historic market for the

transport costs. Italy is also seeing

company.

a growing trend towards organic
products, and Ghelfi Ondulati

Although Ghelfi Ondulati is not

believes that cardboard respects

planning to expand geographically,

the organic philosophy. “Organic

it intends to widen its industrial

products should absolutely be

reach. Going greener is another

packaged in cardboard boxes,” the

goal on the company’s agenda.

General Director adds.

❙

“We’re on a mission to identify all
possible products that are currently made of other materials, such as
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plastic, to be made of cardboard
instead,” Mr. Esposito says. “Card-

business
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Ghelfi Ondulati’s business revolves around corrugated cardboard packaging that attracts consumers with eye-catching print

Interview with Christoph Schulze-Berge, Managing Director, and Rüdiger Plette,
Development Director of Dr. Glinz COVIS GmbH

Take action with IT
Customer relationship management (CRM) was in its infancy when Dr. Matthias Glinz founded
Glinz COVIS GmbH in 1983. As one of the first to recognize the potential of individual software solutions in key processes, the company was soon able to set itself apart from others
in the market. Then as now, its major selling point was the ability to offer a complete value
proposition, combining both software and operations.

Today the watchword in ERP and

pany which will be implemented in

CRM solutions is software as a

the fourth quarter of 2016. “There

service or SaaS. Here, the software

is a lot happening in this particular

is hosted remotely and accessed,

sector, but we are fortunate that

usually via a thin client, through

our technology platform is so ver-

the cloud. The system offers nu-

satile and flexible,” says Mr. Plette.

merous benefits, not least the abil-

With 45 employees and ten million

ity to control costs. For the SaaS

EUR annual turnover, there

provider, the benefits are long-

is plenty of room for expansion.

term contracts and a guaranteed

“We will certainly expand further

income. “We see CRM as more

in the future,” says Mr. Schulze-

than just software,” says Managing

Berge. “Our tools do more than

Director Christoph Schulze-Berge.
“CRM is an overarching philosohpy

Be as adaptable as a chameleon with Business
Process Management tools from COVIS

that is anchored in a company’s

simply monitor business processes. They provide active process
management.”

❙

corporate strategy with the aim of
developing profitable relationships

ecosystem is constantly evolving

needs and provide them with a sin-

between the company and its cus-

to meet the needs of our clients

gle point of contact for an instant

tomers.”

and offer them the best of the

resolution to any problems,” says

latest technological advances.”

Mr. Schulze-Berge. “Our strength

COVIS offers solutions in the key

COVIS offers its clients full trans-

lies in our ability to network a com-

areas of Business Process Man-

parency so that the total cost of

pany’s activities throughout the

agement, CRM, Business Intel-

ownership is clear throughout. It is

supply chain.”

ligence and Enterprise Application

known for its agile software solu-

Integration. “Together, these form

tions that combine individuality

COVIS has an impressive reference

the basis of the COVIS Platform,

with standardized components.

list of blue chip clients including

an ecosystem of tried and tested

The company operates its own

Deutsche Post DHL, ABN-AMRO,

software modules that guarantee

data center in Düsseldorf with

Opel, Aral, Dow Corning, Kimberly-

robustness, security and high

24-hour supervision and 99.95%

Clark, Liebherr and Philips. It

performance,” says Development

availability. “We assume complete

recently concluded a contract for

Director Rüdiger Plette. “This

responsibility for our client’s ERP

a project with a leading DAX com-

EUROPEAN
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Dr. Glinz COVIS GmbH
Heerdter Sandberg 30-32
40549 Düsseldorf
Germany
 +49 211 557260
 +49 211 5572626
 info@covis.de
 www.covis.de
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Interview with Andreas Krecek, Owner and Managing Director
of Luxtrade GmbH

Feed for the world

The multi-billion-dollar animal feed industry forms a huge part of the
global food sector. Animal feed is usually the product of the combined
involvement of a number of companies. Luxtrade GmbH, a Germanbased company, is a buyer and distributor of animal feed ingredients.
The company ships its products all over the world with its key markets
in Southeast Asia, the Middle East and Europe.
What started out as a home of-

dle East is an upcoming region. “It

in Luxtrade’s transactions as well as

fice business quickly turned into a

is important to adapt your mentality

international networking, Luxtrade’s

multi-million-euro company for en-

to that of your customers,” says Mr.

foreign projects are completed

trepreneur Andreas Krecek, Owner

Krecek. “Good international busi-

quickly and efficiently.

and Managing Director of Luxtrade.

ness relationships form through

“Since its foundation in 2008, the

patience and cultural understand-

Luxtrade has many plans for the

company has grown organically very

ing.” The animal feed industry can

future. In September, the company

successfully without the slightest

be found in over 130 countries;

will move to a newly built office

external investment,” he explains.

success in this market means being

building that is more spacious. This

“Networking, experience and most

willing to do business with as many

also gives Luxtrade the opportunity

importantly being a reliable partner

foreign clients as possible.

to strengthen its staff. The company

to our customers have been the keys

Andreas Krecek, Managing
Director of Luxtrade, started the company in 2008 in
his home office

is currently short of staff, but the
The animal feed industry is very

move to a new location will allow it

and distributes raw materials mainly

competitive, but Luxtrade stands out

to increase its workforce to eight to

for the animal feed industry. The

from the rest. It utilizes its market-

ten employees by the end of 2017.

varied product range includes fats

ing resources in order to gain strong

For now, Mr. Krecek wants to con-

derived from palm oil, wheat and

contacts and partners. “As a small

tinue to focus on the animal feed

its by-products, soybeans and soy-

company, we certainly differ from

industry, although expansion into

bean meal, as well as proteins from

the big players who still dominate

other industries is also a possibility:

both vegetable and animal origin

the global supply with commodi-

“I am always open to new opportuni-

like fish meal and other processed

ties – but we try to generate better

ties if they seem promising enough.

animal proteins. Microingredients in

margins by finding niches and skip-

Luxtrade is strong in feed today, but

compound feed like antioxidants are

ping as many marketing levels as

to be successful in the long run,

also in demand by feed mills, which

we can,” explains Mr. Krecek. “We

flexibility is essential.” He is also

form the majority of Luxtrade’s

almost always deliver straight to the

potentially interested in a new mar-

customers. The feed industry is the

end customer, and we minimize

ket altogether. “I could imagine the

central target group, and Luxtrade’s

our risk by working with very reli-

African market being a successful

customers are either importers or

able partners.” Luxtrade’s unique

addition to our animal feed business

the feed mills themselves. Luxtrade

relationship with the Southeast Asian

strategy,” he says. “We will certainly

is present in many countries and is

market, for example, has proven to

intensify our activities in Africa in the

very successful in Western Europe,

be an effective business strategy.

next couple of years.” Luxtrade had

Turkey, Ukraine and Russia. It also

Making reliable contacts in such a

sales of 20 million EUR last year and

has a large presence in Southeast

volatile market has opened up many

hopes to increase this in the future

Asia as well as the Middle East. The

opportunities for the company.

by winning new business, retaining

company considers Southeast Asia

Through the globalized thinking

existing clients and potentially add-

to be its main market, while the Mid-

and acting of all partners involved

ing more projects to its repertoire.
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Luxtrade GmbH
Luhdorfer Str. 46
21423 Winsen
Germany

 +49 4020 934552
 +49 4020 934582
 info@luxtrade.net
 www.luxtrade.net
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to our success.” The company buys

Interview with Birgitte Arendsdorf Olsen, Marketing Director of Unidrain A/S

Dare to be different
Just because something has always been done one way does not mean it should continue
to be done exactly the same way. Change leads to innovation, excitement and usually improvement. A change does not have to be huge to be effective. One simple tweak in a design can be enough to make a large impact. This is what Unidrain A/S set out to accomplish.
The company, headquartered in Farum, Denmark, set out to change the typical drain that is
found in showers. This one change led to new standards, design and functionality for shower
drains that are 100% waterproof. Go ahead, make a change, be different. It could lead to
fantastic results.
Unidrain got its start in 2003 and

Research Institute, he designed

come the construction industry’s

HighLine Custom design, where

was the first company to develop a

an oblong floor drain that could

preferred floor drain system, and

the only thing giving the drain away

line drain placed against the wall of

be fitted away from the shower’s

today there are more than half a

is a narrow opening between the

a shower. The concept behind the

tread space. Simultaneously, he

million installations worldwide.

tiles where the water flows away.

drain is simple: The typical floor

also developed an integrated wall

drain is moved against the wall in a

flange that would ensure a com-

However, Unidrain offers more

the shower floor drain. “Clients

waterproof connection. The idea to

pletely tight fit. “This innovation

than one type of drain to its cus-

can customize their soap dishes,

create this new type of drain came

was so important because incor-

tomers. For floor drains, people

choose from a variety of drain and

about when Claus Dyre, an archi-

rect drainage and water damage in

can choose from two different

shower accessories, and pick the

tect who frequently did bathroom

bathrooms are the construction in-

design lines: ClassicLine and High-

shower walls that work best for

renovations, got tired of having

dustry’s second-biggest source of

Line. ClassicLine features a stain-

their home,” says Ms. Arendsdorf

to cut up a beautifully new-tiled

damage,” says Birgitte Arendsdorf

less steel grating design while the

Olsen. Unidrain has also recently

floor to make room for the drain.

Olsen, Marketing Director. To date,

HighLine series features a panel

turned its sights to other areas

Working with the Danish Building

Unidrain’s unique system has be-

rather than grating, as well as a

of the home and has created the

Unidrain’s unique draining system helps prevent water damage and upholds the look
of your shower’s floor. Dress up your bathroom with a HighLine panel with frame
EUROPEAN
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But the choices do not stop at

Don’t just innovate your drain – innovate your shower’s walls and door as well with
Unidrain’s GlassLine series and the HighLine Custom drain
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Unidrain A/S

Farum Gydevej 71
3520 Farum
Denmark

MatLine, an intelligent mat system.

ing Component Prize from Velux

The innovative floor mat features

Foundations for his invention. The

a mat, frame, strainer, drain unit

awards highlight the quality of the

and installation element. No longer

products Unidrain offers. Because

will wet shoes leave a puddle on

of this high quality and award-win-

the floor. “MatLine is also great

ning engineering, Unidrain is able

for people with pets,” adds Ms.

to operate successfully on a global

Arendsdorf Olsen. “You can clean

scale. The company has acquired

your pet while they sit on the mat

a host of happy clients across Eu-

and all the mess goes down the

rope, the Middle East and Asia. To

drain rather than onto the floor.”

continue reaching new clientele,
the business attends trade fairs,

All this innovation has come with

has a heavy focus on marketing

a good amount of recognition as

and advertising, and maintains a

well. The company has received

stylish website.

 +45 3910 1010
 +45 3910 1020
 info@unidrain.dk
 www.unidrain.com

Birgitte Arendsdorf Olsen:
“Here at Unidrain, we help
our clients develop and create the best, most secure
and aesthetically pleasing
drain solutions that fit their
home, personal taste and
budget.”

the iF Product Design Award,
the Danish Design Prize for the

Future plans for the company in-

HighLine series, and the iF Prod-

clude expanding into new markets

uct Design Award and Red Dot

and strengthening its influence in

Honourable Mention in 2016 for

existing markets. The company

MatLine. In 2015, the architect

also plans to keep developing new

Claus Dyre was awarded the Build-

innovation-rich products.

❙

Say goodbye to messy wet floors with the MatLine floor mat
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Interview with Uwe Holubeck and Gerd Knapp, Managing Directors and Joint Owners of
Weinheimer Leder GmbH

Only the finest leather
The processing of raw animal skin into leather is a complex process which requires know-how
and top-quality raw material. Today, most tanning companies are in the hands of big luxury
concerns, such as Hèrmes or Prada. Only a handful of smaller players are able to compete
against the giants of the industry in the long run. One of them is Weinberger Leder GmbH,
based in Weinheim, Germany. Thanks to the profound know-how of the owners, Uwe Holubeck and Gerd Knapp, and their team, the company ranks among the top names in box calf
leather.

Today, the company’s business

leather is unique worldwide and

calf through to Milton, pony and

duced according to sustainability

falls into three major divisions.

is used by many premium labels

Victoria Calf. The company’s prod-

criteria only and the leaves of olive

These are classic high-grade

such as Edward Green, John Lobb,

uct portfolio for orthopedic and

trees. This leather excels in added

leather shoes, orthopedic and

Church (Prada Group), the Allan

sports shoes is unique, too, and

value as it is allergen-free (no met-

sports shoe wear, and handbags

Edmonds Group and Johnston and

boasts several special tannings.

als used), which is important for

and leather goods. Still, the manu-

Murphy. Tanning is a complex pro-

facture of the finest box calf leather

cess which includes around 120

Three years ago, Weinheimer Led-

for high-grade ladies’ and men’s

different steps. Thanks to our long

er introduced a new type of leath-

shoes is the mainstay of the busi-

history, we draw on expert knowl-

er. Olivvia is a new olive leather

Another innovation of Weinheimer

ness.

edge and achieve top results.”

which meets the highest sustain-

Leder is Das Lederband – the

ability demands. “For Olivvia, we

leather band. Around six months

the watch and wristband industry,
for example.”

“We are known for sourcing only

The company’s product range is

entered a cooperation with a part-

ago, the leather specialist founded

the finest top-quality raw skins

unparalleled and ranges from box

ner focusing on tanning agents,”

a subsidiary with its own produc-

from the European Alpine region,”

calf to canton and dragon calf,

explains Mr. Knapp. “We use tan-

tion, focusing on the manufacture

says Mr. Holubeck. “Our box calf

scotchgrain soft and Greenwich

ning agents which have been pro-

of belts, accessories and pet prod-

Weinheimer Leder is particularly acknowledged for its unique box calf leather
EUROPEAN
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The new calfskin Olivvia meets the highest sustainability criteria
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Weinheimer Leder GmbH
Industriepark Freudenberg
Höhnerweg 2-4
69469 Weinheim
Germany
 +49 6201 259970
 +49 6201 2599729
 info@weinheimer-leder.de
 www.weinheimer-leder.de
www.das-lederband.de

The company participates regularly in international trade fairs to showcase its latest
product highlights

ucts such as leashes. “Here, we

foundation and the client base of

Knapp. “We reached our Freuden-

projects for automotive interior

target the consumer market,” says

the company, we decided to run

berg level.”

products.” “Most of our competi-

Mr. Holubeck. “We are already

the business. Also, we felt it was

enjoying great synergy effects be-

our responsibility to preserve the

As the order books are full for

the luxury industry, for example,

tween our two business fields. We

family tradition of making unique

2016, Mr. Holubeck and Mr.

Gucci, Prada, Hèrmes or Louis

see promising growth potential in

and top-quality box calf products.

Knapp are looking to the future

Vuitton,” adds Mr. Holubeck. “Our

this field and aim to enhance our

In fact, we had everything we

with confidence. “In 2017, we will

goal is to stay within the family. We

activities here in the coming years.

needed: know-how, experts, loyal

focus on our new tanning process,

believe in service and flexibility,

Our participation in the latest In-

clients and a partnership with a

which opens up completely new

and would like to preserve these

terzoo in Nuremberg was a great

producer in Danzig, the Kegar

application areas, such as the au-

assets of our company. Our market

success.”

company. Yet, it was a challenge

tomotive sector,” says Mr. Knapp.

needs innovations instead of clean

to move the production from its

“We are already involved in several

operations.”

Weinheimer Leder is a global play-

traditional location to a new loca-

er and achieves around 50% of

tion. We knew that the eyes of the

its annual turnover through export

international tanning world were on

activities. Europe is the company’s

us. It took us three years, but we

most important market, especially

succeeded.”

tors belong to the big concerns of

❙

The new subsidiary Das Lederband boasts belts, accessories and pet products

England, France and Italy. Further
afield, North America and Asia

Today, Weinheimer Leder has a

each account for around 20% of

staff of 16 and achieves an an-

the revenues. The remaining 10%

nual turnover of around 30

comes from other countries.

million EUR. “Last year
was our best year

In 2003, Weinheimer Leder was

ever,” says Mr.

spun off from the Freudenberg
Konzern, which had been founded
in 1849. “Mr. Knapp and I had
both been working for Freudenberg for several years,” says Mr.
Holubeck. “As we believed in the

business
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Interview with Dr. Bernd Morawitz, Chief Finance Officer of Silon s.r.o.

Recognizing fibers and compounds
in everyday use
We tend to take for granted and give little thought to the materials that go into making the
products we use on a daily basis: cars, white goods, household items, in fact just about everything we touch. For manufacturers, however, the right materials are critical and they spend
considerable time identifying the best products and suppliers. In the area of polyester fibers
and performance compounds, Silon s.r.o. in the Czech Republic is one of the market leaders
and places huge importance on partnership with its clients to identify and develop the most
suitable materials for each individual application.

Silon has invested heavily in its new compounds production hall, which was opened
in 2016

The company’s production units are amongst the most advanced in Europe

Silon consists of two distinct busi-

which comply with all the relevant

user of compounds is the construc-

impressive 45,000 t of fibers and

ness units, one which designs and

international standards for health

tion industry, where they are used in

55,000 t of compounds. All prod-

produces technical compounds

products. Technical compounds,

a variety of functions from water and

ucts meet the necessary standards,

and the other polyester staple fib-

which are designed specifically to

heating pipes to breathable films.

and processes comply with the ISO

ers, both of which are used in many

clients’ requirements, offer a wealth

Expert-designed formulae ensure

9001 quality management system.

different industries. The automotive

of possibilities in the area of plastics.

that each material has the appropri-

Ssome of the compounds meet the

industry is an especially extensive

Partnership with clients throughout

ate characteristics to meet environ-

ISO TS 16949 as well.

user of polyester staple fibers for

the process is paramount to ensure

mental and stress requirements.

non-woven textiles, for example for

a full understanding of customers’

Especially in demand are the PEX

Silon focuses not on the mass

carpeting, general interior finishing

manufacturing processes, technical

compounds used in cables and

market but on technically de-

and boot linings. The staple fibers

specifications and product afford-

pipes, for which Silon has recently

manding products, which means

are also broadly used in the hygiene

ability. The automotive industry is

constructed a new production fa-

that it is not competing with the

sector, for example in fluid manage-

a significant user in this area too,

cility. “Our products have many,

Chinese mass producers. Based

ment products such as nappies, in-

for example for interior and exterior

often unrecognized uses, such as

in Planá nad Lužnicí in the Czech

continence pads, feminine hygiene

profiles, and spark plug and battery

household appliances, office films,

Republic, with a sales and service

products and hospital textiles. The

cables which use cross-linkable PE

ventilation equipment and seating,”

branch in Düsseldorf, the com-

company has developed particu-

compounds specifically designed

notes CFO Dr. Bernd Morawitz. Per

pany boasts some of the most

lar grades of product for this use

for these applications. Another large

annum, the company produces an

modern production facilities in Eu-

EUROPEAN
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Silon s.r.o.

Planá nad Lužnicí
Průmyslová 451
39102 Sezimovo Ústí II
Czech Republic
 +420 381 621111
 +420 381 291048
 silon@silon.eu
 www.silon.eu
Dr. Bernd Morawitz is Silon’s CFO
and has been a member of the
management board since 2010

rope, including the new PEX line,

Customers are supported by

take a blank piece of paper, create

there is always scope for further

which was completed in 2016,

almost 600 highly qualified and

something new and see the results

improvement,” adds Dr. Morawitz.

and a new shortspin line for fiber

experienced staff, and Silon has a

maybe a year later.”

“We are also planning further

production with an annual capac-

distinct philosophy when it comes

ity of 12,000 t.

to staff selection and development.

With the recent heavy investment

at every level but in the second

“Due to the low level of unemploy-

in new lines, Silon is well posi-

level leadership in particular to

Exports account for 85% of pro-

ment in our area, it is very difficult

tioned for the future. Focus on

develop stronger management

duction, primarily within Europe,

to hire people with the necessary

the new production facilities will

skills. Infrastructure projects will

but also to Australia, the USA and

skills and motivation,” explains

continue, to stabilize them and

also feature in the coming months

Mexico. “Many of our customers

Dr. Morawitz. “We therefore focus

leverage further development op-

and years, with logistics and IT at

have embraced globalization and

heavily on an effective attraction

portunities. Cost optimization in

the top of the list.” Silon will be

we have responded to that develop-

strategy, whereby we offer a stimu-

order to remain competitive is also

reaching out to existing and pro-

ment,” explains Dr. Morawitz.

lating work environment and clear

a priority, and investment projects

spective customers at K 2016, the

opportunities for progression to

in the areas of production capac-

world’s largest plastics trade fair,

Originally a state-owned enterprise,

recruits who align with our plans

ity, quality and processes are

in Düsseldorf in October. Visitors

Silon was founded in 1950 as a

and are prepared to take an active

planned. “Quality and service lev-

can talk to company representa-

polyamide filament yarn producer.

role in the company’s develop-

els are already extremely high, but

tives in Hall 7.1, Booth B25.

As technology progressed, its ac-

ment – those who are willing to go

tivities quickly expanded to other

the extra mile.” In particular, the

plastics products, including com-

company is always seeking com-

pounds. In 2006, the company was

petent chemical technologists. “Of

privatized and delisted from the

paramount importance is that our

stock exchange. New production

staff have ideas and are prepared

lines followed, and Silon continues

to drive them forward,” continues

to operate today at the forefront

Dr. Morawitz. “Of course, the

of innovation in its sector. There

management aims to motivate staff

is a heavy focus on recycling and

in this direction, but it is equally

sustainability, and the company

the responsibility of all our staff at

currently processes around one bil-

every level to motivate themselves

lion PET bottles per year to produce

and others. Personally, I am al-

polyester staple fiber.

ways inspired by the opportunity to

❙

Compound products are developed for the construction industry for a variety of uses,
including cabling and pipework
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investment in our staff, essentially
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